
Characters D6 / FX-7 {Fixit} (Rebel Medical Droid)

Name: FX-7 {Fixit} 

Manufacturer: Medtech Industries

Product line: FX-series medical assistant droid

Model: FX-7 medical assistant droid

Class: Medical droid

Height: 1.7 meters

Mass: 55 kilograms

Gender: Masculine programming

DEXTERITY 0D

KNOWLEDGE 2D

        Alien Species 4D

MECHANICAL 1D

        (A) Bacta tank operation 5D

PERCEPTION 2D

        (A) Injury/ailment diagnostics 6D

STRENGTH 1D

TECHNICAL 2D

        First aid 5D, (A) medicine 6D

Equipped With:

        -Medical computer scomp link: interface to adequate medical computer or surgeon droid adds +2D

to all medical skills.

        -Medical diagnostic computer and sensor

        -Analytical computer and sensors

        -20 light manipulator arms

        -Primary manipulator arm

        -Various surgical attachments

        -Hypodermic injectors (4D stun damage)

        -Medicine dispensers

        -Basic Vocabulator (broken)

        -Microscopic Visual Sensors (Human Range)

        -Auditory Sensors (Human Range)

Move: 0

Size: 1.7 meters tall

Description: FX-7 (or FX7), also known as Fixit, was a FX-7 medical assistant droid in service to the

Alliance to Restore the Republic around the time of the Battle of Hoth.



Biography

FX-7 was stationed in the Rebels secret Echo Base on the ice planet of Hoth. He assisted both Human

and droid medics in the Echo Base medical lab. The droids ability to use its twenty retractable

manipulator arms simultaneously proved useful to an understaffed medical bay. After the loss of Yavin

Base, the Alliance used any outmoded equipment they could find. This droid was certainly classed as

outmoded but proved invaluable for its sophisticated medical, diagnostic and procedural programming.

Although this droid was capable of speech, its speech synthesizer card was missing.

FX-7 assisted 2-1B on Hoth after Luke Skywalker was attacked by a wampa. The droids built up a good

rapport with one another, and had worked together for more than a year. Despite this, 2-1B would often

state his superiority over his medical assistant, due to his egotistical droid personality.

FX-7 and 2-1B escaped Hoth aboard the GR-75 medium transport Bright Hope, the last transport to

leave the planet. After the bounty hunters 4-LOM and Zuckuss rescued the passengers of the Bright

Hope, including the two medical droids, FX-7 was reassigned to the EF76 Nebulon-B escort frigate

Redemption. 
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